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Our enemy the devil is like a ___________who __________
at us every day (Ephesians 6:16). Satan uses the flaming ___________
of trouble and temptation. Our only hope of victory is to follow the
_____________ God provides in His Word.
God promises that if we follow His advice we can __________
over temptation.
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Everyone is tempted, but we’re not all tempted by the _______
thing (Hebrews 12:1). There will never be a ________ when we no
longer need to worry about temptation.
The best Christian who ever lived (Paul) said he struggled with
temptation every single _______ (Rom 7:18-19).
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God does not tempt us ______________, but He does allow us
to be tempted (Matthew 4:1). The fact that ____________ was
tempted lets us know temptation by itself is not sin (Hebrews 4:15).
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A.
B.
C.
D.

________ Unnecessary Temptation.
________ Each Day with Bible Study and Prayer.
Consider the ___________________.
Depend on God’s ______________.

Avoid Triumph Power Time Himself Faces
Strategy Jesus Shoots Begin Arrows Allows
Same Consequences Sniper Overcome Day
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